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On the Alexander Polynomial of the Alternating Knot
By Kunio MURASUGI
§ 1 Introduction.
Let k be an alternating knot υ C^S3 and let K be an image of a
regular projection of k into the 2-sphere S2C]S3, and let K be oriented
by the orientation induced by that of k.
In [2] Bankwitz has shown that 819 in Alexander-Brigg's table is
not alternating, by proving that the minimum of crossing points in K is
not larger than the product of the 2nd torsion number of k. We have
obtained the same result by means of the Alexander polynomial Δk(χ)
of k in [5]. In this paper we shall prove, moreover, the following:
Theorem 1.1. All coefficients of Δk(χ) are distinct from zero.
From this theorem, we can show that almost all parallel knots, in
particular, "Schlauchknoten"2 ) of order i>2, are not alternating. Through-
out this paper we shall use the same notations as in [4] and
§2 Proof of Theorem 1.1.
Let K have n crossing points c19 ••• , cn. K divides S
2
 into n-\-2
regions r0, ••• , rn+1. At each crossing point ciy four corners of four
different regions rjy rky rι and rm,
3)
 let us say, meet. We fix a point aiy
called a center, in each region r£.
Now, K is divided into some standard loops which are classified
into 2 classes of the first kind and of the second kind. Let C19 C2, ••• ,
C
m
 be loops of the second kind. These are modified to m disjoint loops
in the same way as in [5]. These m loops divide S2 into m-f 1 domains
E0,Ely -' ,Em.
4}




 and C1, , Cm in the same way
as in §3 in [5]. C, are outer boundaries of E{ (i = 1, --ym), and the
signs of EQy •" , Ed are positive, and those of Ed+1, , Em are negative
(d;>0). The regions contained in Ej are classified in black and white
and in such a way that the region having some sides in common with
1) A knot means a polygonal oriented closed curve.
2) See [6].
3) See footnote (5) in [4].




Ej is white. Let Eir\K=Ki. K{ may be regarded as an image of
regular projection of a link.5 We define the crossing points contained
in K and the sides of K in the same way as in §6 in [5]. Since all
crossing points in K£ have constant incidence numbers,
6)
 each white
region in E{ has even crossing points on its boundary and a corner
adjacent to a dotted (or undotted) corner is undotted (or dotted). (Cf.
Lemma 6. 3 in [5])
We have proved in [5] that there exist the //-correspondence σ
and the //-correspondence corresponding to x2t and a constant term in
Δk(x) respectively, where t=Ylwi — m-\-d—2, t = d—l> w{ being the
i
number of white regions in E{.
Now, to prove Theorem 1. 1, it is sufficient to show the following
Lemma 2.1. For any s {d—l<Ls<L^Wi — m + d—2), there exists
Ls-correspondence T, and σ, r have the property {P)P
Let Gf be the graph^ of K{ and let Pip be the semi-graph with respect
to the correspondence of the white regions by any //-correspondence
σp9 hereafter Pip will be called simply the semi-graph with respect to
σp. Pip is a tree
9)
 in G, . Let us orient the sides of Pip as follows:
Let Sgj be a side connecting the centers a{ and a5 of rt and rjy and let
a crossing point ck be in s{j. If r{ corresponds to ck by σp, then s{j
will be oriented in the direction from <z, to a
r
 We shall call, then,
that sh- is an oriented side joining at to ajy and aj and a{ are the initial
and the end of si5 respectively.
Next, we shall classify all oriented sides of Pip into 2 classes SX and
33 as follows. Let s£J be an oriented side joining a{ to ajy and let rt
and r5 be regions with centers a£ and a5 respectively, and let c{ be a
crossing point in sh-. If ^--corner of r{ is dotted, then sh belongs to §1,
denoted by s
ί y e3l. Otherwise, s{j belongs to 93. Then
(1) A semi-graph Pgtγ with respect to an //-correspondence σΓ is a
tree and all sides of it GSl.
(2) A semi-graph Pitj with respect to an //-correspondence is a
tree and all sides of it G23.
(3) Each center of all white regions except one is the end of one
5) A link means a figure composed of a finite number of disjoint knots in S3. See
footnote (7) in [5].
6) For the definition, see p. 95 in [4 |.
7) See [5].
8) For the definition and properties of a graph, see [8].
9) A tree means a connected set consisting of some segments and containing no loop.
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side of a semi-graph Pip with respect to an /^-correspondence for any
P (t^p^t).
Now, let r( be the white region in E( corresponding to a crossing
point Ci, say, not contained in Kgy by an //-correspondence στ.
10)
 Then
we can prove the following lemma in the same way as in §5 in [4].
Lemma 2. 2. Let P be a set consisting of some sides in Gt satisfying
the following conditions:
(1) Each side of P is oriented.
(2) Each center of all white regions except r{ is the end of one and
only one side of P.
(3) P is a tree.
(4) The center a{ of the region r{ is the initial of at least one side
of P.
Then we can construct an L-correspondence σ such that each of all
black regions except one adjacent to r{ corresponds to a crossing point on
its boundary. If t sides of P belong to 31 and the others to 33, then σ is
an U -correspondence.
Now, to prove Lemma 2.1, it is sufficient to prove the following
Lemma 2.3. For any q (O^q^LWj — 1), there exists an U-correspond-
ence T such that rf , mentioned in Lemma 2. 2, corresponds to nothing by T.
Let us prove Lemma 2. 3. By Lemma 2. 2, it is sufficient to prove
that there exists a subset P of G
z
 satisfying the conditions (l)-(4).
Now, let P£ be the semi-graph with respect to an L
w
*~^correspondence.
Pi is a tree and all sides 6Si. Suppose that P{ has p tree-tops
#i> ••• 9 epy where we call βj of P{ a tree-top, if there is no side of P t
whose initial is e
r
 Consider a path Tj connecting a{ with e5 by way
of some sides of P{ provided that any side is never passed in T
j
 again.
Since P t is a tree, T
j
 is uniquely determained by e
r
 Then we can
write Pi = T1KJ -'^T*, where, of course, T* and Tj may have some
sides in common.
Let us assume that at is the initials of h sides £ SX of P£. Then r{
contains at least 2h crossing points, of which at least h crossing points
are not contained in Pif and r{ has dotted corners at these points. Let
the ends of sides of G, , whose initials are the same a( and which contain
these h crossing points, be denoted by bly - ,bh. Now let us denote the
points different from the other among these by bh> ••• , biho (/zo;>l).
Let mh e §1 be a side of Pt such that it has bh as the end and let m!'h
10) The existences of such a region r, and a crossing point ct are assured by Lemma 7.3
in [5].
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e 93 be an oriented side of Gf — P{ joining bh to at. Construct a subset
P1 = (Pi — rnjl)KJrn'h of Gz. Hereafter we shall call the operation the
"replacing of a side myieSX by a side m ^ S . "
Let mh be contained in some path, say T\ Let T0
1
 = m 1
V 7
m 2
V 7 V 7
m i l
be a sub-path of T 1 connecting <z, with 6fl in such an order that the end
of mt is the initial of mi+1. Then we construct a subset P* of G£ by
replacing the side m
Λ
_^+ 1e3l in P *
1
 by the side mj^k+2e^& in succes-
sion for fe = 2, ••• ,Λ, where my1 denotes the side obtained by reversing
the orientation of m
r
 It is clear that Pk is a tree and it satisfies all
conditions in Lemma 2.2. Hence we can construct //"'"^-correspondence
by means of Pk.
Next let mj2 € SX be a side of Pf such that it has bi2 as the end and
let iwy/6 33 be a side of Gi—Pi joining bi2 to βf . Let ϊnj2£T2, say.




ϊnj2 be a sub-path of T 2 connecting #,. with 6, 2.
Let us suppose that m1=^mly •••, ms_1 = ms_1. Then we construct a subset
pΛ+fc of g f by replacing mj2_k+1€.yi by mj2-k+2€.%5 in succession for
Λ = 1, ••• ,/2—s + 1, (we set wΓ^^m!'j2). Since P / clearly satisfies all
conditions in Lemma 2.2, we can construct L1"*""1" '-correspondence by
means of Pι. In the same way, we replace sides GSX of P t by sides
joining bi5 to <zt (I<iy<l7o), if possible. Hence we obtain a subset P λ of
G{. P
λ
 is a tree and by means of this we can construct an LWi~x~κ-
correspondence. Moreover we construct Pμ from P λ as follows. Let
tι € Si be a side of P λ joining a center #/ of a region r, to the other




 = (Pλ—tι)}ut/ is a tree, then we replace t
ι
 by t/. Thus we
obtain P μ . If there is no such side ί/, then we set Pμ = Pκ.
Now, let us denote the number of sides of P μ belonging to SI by
If ^(Pμ) = 0, Lemma has been proved. Therefore we assume that
μ ) > 0 . Then the proof of Lemma will be complete, if it is proved
that we can construct a tree Pv of Gf from P
μ
 such that «(Pv) = «(Pμ) — 1 .
Let t e SX be a side of P μ . If / is an end side of P μ , the proof is
complete, where an end side means a side whose end is an initial of
no side of P μ . In fact, a boundary of a region r
u
, say, whose center
is an end of /, contains at least one crossing point c
λ
 except a crossing




 is undotted. Hence if
we construct P v by replacing t in P μ by a side f'eSS containing c
λ
,
then P v is clearly a tree and «CPv) = «(JPλ) — 1 . Therefore we assume that
t is not an end side. We may assume, moreover, that £6 31 is a side
of P λ such that any sub-one of any path in P \ which contains t and
connects the end a5 of t with any tree-top, contains no side of SI.
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Now, let us assume that aj is a common initial of p(^>l) sides £ 33.
Then a region r5 with a center #y has at least p + \ undotted corners.
Let Po be a subset of G£ obtained by replacing / by a side f € 33, say,
through one of these p-hl undotted corners.
(a) If Po is connected, then Po is a tree and we have n(P0) = n(Pμ') — l.
Thus the proof is complete.
(b) If P
o
 is disconnected, we have P0 = P/^P2', ί γ A / y = φ, where
P/, P/ are subsets of G, . Let feP/. Then P/ contains a loop L and
P/ is a tree. In fact, if P/, P/ are both trees, then we have %(P/) =
%(P 2 ' )=l . n ) On the other hand l = X(P0) = X(P1/^P2/) = X(P/)-hX(P2/) = 2f
which is a contradiction. If P/, P2 are not trees, then we have %(P/)<:0,
%(P20<:0. From this a contradiction is deduced. Thus, at least one of
P/ and P/ must contain a loop. Let P2 contain a loop L. Then, if




= P0 is connected, which contradicts the assumption.





 w / 5 , where we set I1 = f. Since an end #y
of £' is also an initial of l
sy there is at least one side //6 33 joining #y
to some center. From the assumption, P' = (P0—t')KJl1/ contains a loop
ZΛ Then U—// consists of sides of P/ belonging to 33. Let U = l1
/XJ
/ 2
/ w u / / . If IJΦls, then there is at least another side //' joining aj
to some center and P// = (P/—ί1/)VJ I/' contains a loop L". Since the
number of sides having aj as a common end is finite, there are some
positive integers n, m such that IT^ = 1^, where P^ = (P
x
'—t) w /^> and
P c " ) = (P 1 / -f l v ; /ίS ) contain loops LCM> and L w respectively, and Lc"5-/in)
and LCm>—lίm) consist of sides of P/. Let us assume, moreover, that
/(») /Cm) /(«) 7(w) . . . /(«) 7(w») T V I P Π 51 n p n H // n f 7 ( w ) 7 ( m )
is contained in at least three sides, of which two sides have a
λ
 as an
initial and the other as an end. Hence there is at least one side m1 € 33
joining a
λ
 to some center. Then, we obtain P/' from P/ by replacing t
and ITm by IT and m
x
 respectively. If Pμ1 = P1
ΠXJP2
f
 is connected, then
P? is a tree and n{Pΐ) = n{Pμ) — ly which is the required result. If P?
contains a loop M, then the above operation will be performed again. Since
the number of sides of P" is finite, there must exist some integer /
such that P^P2' = P
V
 is connected. Then it follows that P v is a tree
and w(Pv) = w(Pμ) —1. Thus the proof of Lemma 2.3 is complete.
§ 3 Applications.
(I) A torus knot kp>g of type (/>, q).
Let Δptg(χ) be the Alexander polynomial of kp>q. As is well-known,
then, we have ([3], [6])
11) x(-P) denotes the Euler's characteristic of P.
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r ^ —1 r—"
-l xq-l'(3.1) Δ,,,(s)
On the other hand, denoting Apq(χ)=a0-ha1x + a2x2^ t-acp-iχq-»xcp~ΌC9~1\
it follows from (3.1) by a simple computation, for i < ^ —^ ,
(a) if q = l9 then ao = l, α, = 0 for f
(b) if q = 2, then tf,= (-l)<.
(c) The case q^>3. Let p=rnq + sy l<,s<,q—l.
(i) If 1 O O - 1 , then
ahg = l, ahg+1=—l, ap+hq = l, ap+hq+1=—l, (h = 0,1, 2, •••)•
The others are 0.
(ii) If 5 = 1, then
ahq — ly ap+hq+1=—l (A = 0 , 1 , 2 , •••),
β
Λ
/ f f = - l (^ = 0 , 1 , 2 , - . , m - l ) .
The others are 0.
(iii) If s=q—l, then
ah>g=l (^ = 0,1,2, .- ,m), α Λ β + 1 = - l , αΛ ( r + ί = l (A = 0,1,2,
The others are 0.
From these, we have immediately
Theorem 3.2. kp>q (p^>q) is not alternating for
(II) A parallel knot k of type (p, q) with the carrier knot k0, where
Denoting the Alexander polynomials of k and &0 by Δ(x) and ΔΛ (AT)
respectively, we have, as is well-known, that
(3.3) A(χ)=Ako(χP)Ar>p(χ),
where r is defined as follows: We denote the incidence number at each
crossing point c, in an image of a regular projection of k0 by /(c,.)12)
and we set #=Σ/(£,-)• We may assume that #;>0, by reversing the
i
classification into black and white, if necessary. Then we define r=pv-\-q.
It is obvious that (r9p) = l.
Now, let us denote Ako(χ) = ao + a1x+ ••• a2tx2t (tfo>O). Then, since
Δ A o ( l ) = : t l and ai = a2t_i} we have
(3.4)
12) See p. 95 in [4].
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(A) The case where z;>0. Then
(a) The case ^ I > 3 , q: arbitrary (I>1).
Since from (I), Δ
r p(χ) = 1 — x + χp ± ••• , we have
A(χ) = a0 — aox + (ao + a1)xp±
Thus, by Theorem 1.1, k is not alternating.
(b) The case p = 2, q: arbitrary, and Δko(x)Φl.
Let us assume that k is alternating.
(i) If 2t<,r— 1, then the coefficients of x2t~2 and x2t are distinct




 β l + ••• + * , _ ! > 0,
(3.5),
Therefore we have 2(0O + ••• + 0,_i) + 0,]>l, which contradicts (3.4).
(ii) If 2 £ > r — l = 2w, ( w ^ l ) , then the following inequalities must
hold:
(3. 6)0 a0 > 0 ,
(3.6), 00
(3.6) t t ^
(3.6)M + 1 0O
(3.6), tfo
Now, there is an integer μ such that
), (μ>0) o r
a n d t <,μ{u + l) , ( μ )
If ί satisfies (<*), then, adding the inequalities (3. 6)0, (3. 6)M, (3. 6)M+1,
•••, (3.6)Cμ,-1%u+»-i> (3. 6)C μ_Ό ( M + υ, (3. 6)μC«+D-i and (3. 6)μCM+1), we have
(3.7) 2(0O+ - +0/_1) + 0 , ^ 2/* + l ^ 3 .
On the other hand, if / satisfies (/3), then, adding the inequalities
(θ. Ό )
ί
_ μ M _ ( μ + 1 ) , ( O . Ό)t_μtU_u , ( θ . Ό j ^ . C μ . j ^ . μ , , W . 6 ) / _ ( μ _ i : ) M _ q u , _ i : ) , ••* , ( 3 . Ό)t_u_2 7
(3.6)t_u_19 (3.6),.! and (3.6),, we have
(3.8) 2(0O+ .-• + 0 ^ 0 + 0 ^ 2(^ + 1 ) ^ 2 .
(3. 7) and (3. 8) contradict (3. 4). Therefore, k is not alternating.
(B) The case where v = 0. Then, r=q.
(a) The case q = l, p: arbitrary (i>2)
Since A
rιJf(χ) = Δltjf(χ) = 1 by (I), it follows Δ(*) = ΔΛo(**). Thus, if
Δ
Λ O (ΛΓ)Φ1, then k is not alternating.
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(b) The case q = 2, p: arbitrary (^3).
By a simple computation, it follows that if Δko(χ) is of non-alter-
nating form13), k is not alternating.
(c) The case q^.3.
(i) If p=2, we can show in the same way as in the case (II) (A) (b)
that if Δ
ΛO(Λ;) =t= 1, then k is not alternating.
(ii) If p^>3, we have A(χ)=a0—aox + a0xh± •••, where A = m i n (p,q)^3.
Thus k is not alternating by Theorem 1.1.
Thus, collecting these results, we have the following
Theorem 3. 9. A parallel knot k of type (p, q) with a carrier knot k0
is not alternating in the following cases:
I. For arbitrary carrier knot k0,
(1) if v^>0, the case where p^>3 and q: arbitrary,
(2) if v = 0, the case where p^>3 and #i>3.
II. For a carrier knot k0 such that ΔkQ(χ)Φl9
(1) if v^>0, the case where p=2, and q: arbitrary,
(2) if v — 0, the case where p = 2, and q : arbitrary or p^>3 and q = l
III. For a carrier knot k0 such that Ako(χ) is of non-alternating form,
(1) if 0 = 0, the case where p^>3, and q = 2.
(Ill) A αSchlauchknoten" k
s
 of order 5 (^2) defined by 5 pairs
(Pi, Qi), (A, Qz), ~,(Ps> 9s) > where p^2, q^l, (pi9 qi) = l ( [3] , [6]).
Then, by computing the Alexander polynomial of k
s
, it follows from
Theorem 3. 9 that k is not alternating. Hence we have
Theorem 3.10. All "Schlauchknoten" of order ^2 are not alter-
nating.
Hόsei University
(Received August 10, 1958)
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